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Why are we here?
● For many organizations their website is an important tool and an asset.
● Moreso for knowledge-intensive fields like ours.
● Let’s take stock of where we are with the website, decide on what can be 

improved or changed, and define items for future development.
● The content is a separate topic, these slides are mostly “how-to”.
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Overview
● The website has been online for ~6 months https://eic.github.io/
● See presentation from April 2020 for intro and general idea of the site

○ https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WCVlVNZldHm8exHJBhILLngr9yEXHUP1w_BdwB4F41s/edit?usp=sharing

● Healthy level of contributions to the site from the team members
○ A proof that the system is reasonably user friendly

● Changes to the layout can be done quite quickly
○ Not a problem to create a new skin, menu, color scheme, layout etc

● GitHub based
○ Free hosting with service level we are happy with for now
○ Pull requests make collaboration easy

● How are things looking going forward? What have we learned?
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Updated layout/menus - recent changes
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Updated layout/menus, cont’d
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The platform
● Static site = security + performance.
● Template-based, hence separation of content and layout
● Jekyll is one of a few available static website generators.
● Markdown/Jekyll/Liquid/Bootstrap + GitHub.
● Jekyll does allow for a fairly liberal mix of HTML and MD for considerable 

flexibility
○ ...with a few caveats

● YAML, CSV and JSON files containing configuration and data are 
transparently parsed - creating data structures in an intuitive way

○ Example: migration of data from Postgres requires one line of sql and nothing else

● Manipulation of structured data is perhaps the most important feature.
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Structured data
● Structured data + code written in Liquid language = procedural generation 

of static content on the website.
● Similar to what can be done with a DB (admittedly more awkward to code), 

but without the actual DB, just structured data files (YAML etc)
○ They key is to do an equivalent of a “JOIN” which we use in RDBMS

● In many cases this translates into
○ Efficiency of development
○ Ease of maintenance
○ Referential integrity of content (i.e. data is not duplicated on the pages of the site but is 

created once and then used by reference)
○ Efficient content reuse
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Versatility
● Since YAML (or JSON) organically include the dictionary/map concept there is 

a lot of versatility of how the data can be designed and used.
● Gallery content, contact lists, software test results, validation, references to 

documentation and external links etc
○ Example - don’t put a hard link to a local image file on a page, add it to the gallery file and 

refer to it by a mnemonic name/shortcut
○ Automation of cumbersome external links in various places on the site, add it to the links file 

and refer to it by a mnemonic name/shortcut

● Keyword queries work nicely if keywords are added to the data.
● To make all of this possible, the site must be instrumented with macros a.k.a. 

Jekyll include files (look at the _include folder for example).
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Data files in the repository
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Experience
● The new PHENIX website developed in parallel with the EICUG Software

○ Similar code and logic

● A lot more material than on our site (and still plenty to migrate)
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What works and what doesn’t
● What works

○ Extensive use on YAML/CSV to organize all sorts of information
○ Automated menu/navigation system
○ Customized CSS
○ Keeping site wide definitions (of any kind) in _config.yaml
○ Templates for specific page types
○ Macros (includes) - for many purposes, also helps to leverage HTML when MD falls short, and 

to achieve consistent styling (which is important)

● What doesn’t work
○ Using the site as a document and media server

■ The ‘GitHub Pages’ caps: 1GB repo, 1GB site content and 100GB/month traffic
■ Fat repos become cumbersome to operate, fills up much faster than you expect
■ Indexing capabilities are completely inferior compared to Zenodo etc

○ Hard links to internal and external pages, document references, images - things do change
○ Hardcoded menus
○ Unnecessary use of HTML (cf MD is not rendered within HTML blocks) 11



Automated generation of content/links - by tags
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Helper macros
● https://eic.github.io/about/howto.html#helper-macros paraphrased syntax:
● include pagelink.md name=’my_page’
● include image.md name=’my_pic’

● Please check the examples in the link
● The toolkit will grow
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Serving media (including PDF)
● Best solution currently available: Zenodo
● Until it is adopted, the following can be used

○ A separate GitHub repository for documents like PDF files (has preview)
■ Good experience in PHENIX with that

○ Dropbox

● Need to keep local content on the website to a bare minimum
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Documenting software
● READMEs on GitHub vs the site content
● My 2 cents - READMEs were never meant to be textbooks on complex 

software subjects
○ Meant to contain basic info e.g. intro, “installation from sources”, license etc

● Good projects always keep separate documentation pages elsewhere
● In case of the EICUG software it appears to be helpful to cross-reference 

software and tools in one place
● Relying on the GitHub READMEs leads to fragmentation of documentation
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Summary
● The website is in a good shape and is very adaptable
● Let’s keep media (including PDF) separately so that the site repository is lean
● Making contributions (via PR) is easy
● Please make suggestions of what structured data needs to be added (list of 

validations etc)
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